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From the editors
It is already the fourth year that the students of our 
school can read 4U! There are some changes we 
have made: the editorial board has been renewed, 
which have brought about changes in the content. 
We are happy to publish short stories and hope 
that you will enjoy reading them.
If you think you also have a piece of writing in 
English to share, do not hesitate and contact us at:

  4uszmg@gmail.com 



3News of the English Department 
Poster Contest

Make an illustration or book 
cover for a novel by Agatha 

Christie 
(size A4 or A3)

Give it to your teacher
by November 12th

Theatre

SÖR (Shakespeare Összes Rövidítve)
       November 25th, 3 pm - Nemzeti Színház
        Tickets: 1800 HUF

Arthur Miller, The Crucible 
       February 17th, 7 pm - IBS 
        Tickets: 1700 HUF 
If you would like to go, contact your teacher!

English Course in Malta

March 8th - March 16th, 2019
Price: 165,000 HUF

It includes:
• airplane ticket

• 5 day language course (20 
lessons)

• accommodation
• excursions, entrance fees

• breakfast + 2 dinners
• public transport

If you are interested, contact your 
teacher as soon as possible

Check out the website of the 
English Department:

https://angolmunkkoz.wordpress.com/



4 Essay

Is it better to have a large group of friends  
than just one close friend?

Nowadays you are cooler if you have many 
friends. It is all about having company. You 
cannot go anywhere without seeing a group 
of friends together. But is it really better to 
have a large gang than just one close friend? 

With a large group of friends you can have 
a very wide exposure to new experiences 
and opportunities. The depth of a friendship 
may not be as significant as one that a small 
group of friends can provide. However, if you 
need help, you can ask more people about 
your problem, and you can listen to many 
opinions. In this way you have more chance 
to find an answer to it. Then again, if you fall 
out with one of your friends, a large group 
can make it easier to cope with the “loss”. 
However, if you have just one close friend, 
and the two of you fall out, you can feel really 
lonely after that. 

On the other hand, if you have just one close 
friend, the conversation flows naturally. You 
two know each other’s deepest secrets, 
know who likes who, and so many other 

1. Simple:
You do not have to have a degree, anyone 
can tell a story.

2. Timeless:
Contrary to newer and newer 
presentational or managerial trends 
(Prezi, TQM, Lean), which have become 
fashionable, storytelling has been 
together with humanity for 3000 years 
and will always be here.

Why tell stories?
By giving a few reasons, I would like to convince you why it would be better to study with a 
bit more stories in school.

things. So, the closeness between you two 
is real, and there is no way that it can be 
broken. Whereas, with a large group of 
friends, sometimes it is hard to communicate 
with each other. Everyone in the group is 
different, so when you are together, there 
are usually two or more conversations going 
on between different people at the same 
time, and that makes it hard to get into the 
conversation. Then, you are often left out 
of the conversations, and it usually hurts. 
Most of the people do not even know what 
everyone has been through in their lives.

In my opinion, it is better to have one close 
friend, but above all, friendship is about 
creating memorable experiences, and the 
point is that with or without a large group 
you can have them.

Boglárka Szakos (10 A)
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3. For anyone:

Regardless of sex, profession, social class, everyone likes 
listening to stories, so it’s a good tool in every situation.

4. Infecting:

A good story spreads like wildfire and there is nothing to do with 
it. If it is good, we will tell others later.

5. Easy to remember:

According to psychologists, we remember facts as many as 20 
times better when they are embedded in stories.

6. Motivation:

After a good PowerPoint presentation, we do not even tell 
others how fantastic it was. However, we will tell good stories to others if we have heard them 
during the presentation.

7. Stories are the engines of learning at work:

Several surveys also deal with the fact that 70% of employees’ learning is no longer done in 
formal training, but in the workplace. This is the foundation of learning through story-telling, 
often through descriptions of clients.

8. Stories put the students into mental learning mode:

Anyone who is listening to a performer in critical or evaluative mode is more likely to reject it. 
Stories are able to take adults into the state of childhood „emotional openness and simplicity” 
that they have lost today. It is a fact that we are much more receptive to the information if we 
put down our pen, pencil, mobile phone and switch to listening mode.

9. Storytelling is a respect for the audience:

Stories can pass on messages without arrogance or instructions. The stories give the audience 
the freedom to arrive at the conclusion.

10. The story is based on stories:

Story storing is the oldest layer of learning. Our first 8 years - perhaps the most important in 
our lives - are spent in story mode. One of the greatest responsibilities of parents lies in what 
kind of tales they are allowed to share with their child, because they form their personality 
with amazing power.

11. Visualization beats everything:

We can not remember numbers and data long, while we can remember stories about decades 
later. This is because our memory is visual. Stories are always images and memory is burdened.

Thank you for attention, if you want to know more about it read the book:
         Paul Smith, Lead with a story

Péter Szigetvári (12 B)  
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I think Japan is a pretty interesting country, especially the strange 
habits, so let me list a few:
Public transport a bit differently

Here, in Hungary, it is a basic thing that 
you can talk to someone on a phone or just 
face to face while using public transport. 
In Japan it is impolite. Japanese people are 
not talking to each other while they are 
on a subway or a bus, and they definitely 
won’t use their phones during the journey.  
The Japanese train

In Japan the trains are called Shinkansen. 
They depart and arrive at an accuracy of 
seconds. The average delay of Japanese 
trains are 7 seconds a year.

Japanese curiosities

Public sleep

Most of the 
Japanese people 
are workaholic so if 
a person is sleeping 
while traveling by 
public transport, on 
a lecture or just at 
work: others won’t 
disturb them.   
Overworked

„Karoshi” is the word for those who died 
because of excessive workload. Every year more 
than  10,000  people die because of it.
The fearful number 4

In Japan the number 4 is pronounced as „shi”, 
just like the word: death, so they are afraid of it. 
This phobia is called tetraphobia. They often skip 
this number for the buttons in elevators.

The vending machines

Japan is full of vending machines. You can 
buy foods, drinks, books, umbrellas and 
many other things from them. 
The clean Japan

In Japan it is as hard to find a bin as trash. 
Those who live there don’t throw away 
their garbage, they always take them 
home.
Gratuity

In Japan it is impolite to give a tip to 
someone.
Finding money

If someone finds money, the person 
always returns it to the police, because 
they believe that found money brings 
misfortune.  

Expensive fruits

In Japan seafood is really cheap but fruits are 
pretty expensive. An apple costs 500 forints, 
a cluster of bananas costs 1,200 forints and 
the most expensive fruit is the watermelon. In 
Tokyo it can cost up to 60,000 forints.
No stockings

Japanese girl students can’t wear stockings 
even in winter colds. Instead, they need to wear 
knee-length socks, which are also parts of their 
school uniform. 

Cecília Illyés (9nyE)
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‘I’ve got to catch the 32 train. I’ve got to 
catch the 32.’ This thought lingers in his mind 
every morning, like a rusty swing. 

As if he were preparing for the Olympics, he 
thought about this situation. Only this way 
can he be on time, if he hurries. On paper, he 
would even be late a few minutes. “Hurry up 
mom, I’m waiting here at the door” he says 
in a tense voice. “Just a minute” she replies 
in a muffled tone. That’s what I’m talking 
about, I don’t have that much time. Mom 
folds the lucky slice of bread into a sandwich, 
and lays them down into their plastic coffin. 
The box clicks, and she holds it out for him. 
The day is ready to start. 

He steps out the door determinedly 
and starts running. He speeds along the 
corridor, almost forgetting that there is 
going to be a glass door trying to obstruct 
him. As a professional he handles the door 
with a simple twist. His momentum is so 
great that he almost flies through the 
window opposite the door. After three 
flies of stairs he gets out of the house, and 
he is startled by a noise. The green giant is 

H7

here. It marches straight in the same lane 
never leaving it. He leaves a message for 
him as a command in a squeaky sound. 
Interestingly, everybody understands it. 

Sport: Athletics. Moreover, sprint. More 
difficult: wearing your equipment with 
20 kilograms on your back and maybe a 
little bag in your left hand. Distance: 200 
meters. START. In his head comments: 
Our contestant isn’t going to give up. He 
uses all his strength to run as fast as he 
can. The giant is 10 m ahead. Ladies and 
gentlemen, I think this morning will not 
bring any surprises in the results. It rolls on 
huge wheels but our contestant doesn’t 
give up, he still sees hope. Ladies and 
gentlemen, miracles can still happen. What 
a sport mentality. Maybe it feels sorry for 
the enemy. We don’t know but anyway it’s 
a grand gesture. We can’t believe our eyes. 
It stops, it really stops. Our contestant uses 
this to his advantage (almost collapsed 
from exhaustion) but he gives it all in the 
end. He catches up with his archenemy. He 
hugs it in a friendly way and disappears in 
it.

Bence Suki (10 A)
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 One upon a time there was a family. This family was so big, 
bigger than you can imagine. All the family members lived 
together, the grandchildren and the great-great grandmother 
even her grandparents too. 
 Now, maybe you can imagine how big was that family. Let 
me tell you something… This family was a bowl of beans, 
that’s why they are so uncountabe. 
 Anyways, our main character is called John. John Beannon. 
He was the younges member of the family. 
 One day his mother asked him to go out shopping. When he 
got home their family bowl was empty. No one was there. He 
had no idea what to do. Day by day he got sadder and sadder. 
He knew that somebody murdured his family. He made a 

Let me tell you a story about what happened to me when I decided, for the first time in my 
life, to be really brave. My name is not important, you don’t have to know it. And the boy I am 
going to talk about? Let’s call him K. He goes to the same high school as I do, and I have had a 
crush on him for over 2 years now.

He was close to finishing the school, and I knew that after he graduates, I won’t see him ever 
again, unless something happens. And, guess what! Something happened, and now I’m going 
to tell you the details.

My best friend knew one of his classmates. Who, for my luck, was one of K’s close friends. 
At first, I didn’t think this was important in my case, but one day my best friend wrote her a 
message as a surprise for me. She asked her if he was single and what he was like. The right 
answers came, they gave me green light. The girl was super kind, she really tried to help me to 
get to know him, but I was beyond scared. I hesitated, didn’t talk to him when I had a chance. 
I felt so dumb, and after some days, I started to lose hope on him. But my friends kept saying 
that I shouldn’t give up so easily, I just have to be brave. Just have to be very brave, for like 
10 seconds... This was hard to believe. 10 seconds? It’s not enough for anything. Turned out, 
it’s enough for a lot. It was enough for me to collect all of my bravery, say hi to him, and 
start a conversation. Okay, I must admit, the first step was the hardest. At the beginning the 
atmosphere was really awkward but then he acted so friendly. Of course, I was shy, but as the 
time went by, I started to feel fine. It felt like we had been friends for years. After that, we 
continued to talk on chat and in person, and became good friends. I still liked him, more than 
just a friend, but I was happy that we even talked, and I didn’t want to ruin this with asking 
him on a date. And, for the biggest surprise, finally he asked me out. It was unexpected but 
wonderful, just like in the movies. We went out and had a great time together. Ever since we 
have been in a relationship.

So ladies (and gentlemen), this is just a friendly reminder to always believe that you can do 
anything you want, and not to care about what other people think, because it is your life and 
you decide how to live it.

Mercédesz Lévai and Regina Ványi (10 A)

Be brave!

A family murdered tragically 
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plan: If the killer gets hungry again, he’ll 
be ready for the revenge.
 John went to the son of his great-
grandfather’s wife’s brother, because he 
knew that he had a lot of weapons that 
could be useful. So he grabbed them. 
 The accurate plane was the following: 
John lets the killer eat him and when he 
has been completely eaten he would 
attack the murderer inside his body. 
Beannon patiently waited until his 
family’s murderer showed up.
 Beannon accosted to the hungry man: 

‘Hey! You…yes, you, the person who is 
searching in the fridge.’

‘Oh, hi Buddy. Who are you?’

‘I’m John Beannon.’, John was really 

angry at this point.

‘Nice to meet you John. I’m John as well, but 
my name is Lennon not Beannon.’ 

‘OMG! I can’t believe this. You’re the famous 
John Lennon?

‘Yes, I am.  In person.

‘Oh... wow… I appreciate that you were the 
person who killed my whole family…BUT it 
doesn’t mean that I forgive you this move. 

‘I’m so sorry… I didn’t want to eat your 
family. Look, if we can have a deal…I’d do 
anything to make you feel better.’

‘I have always wanted to hear your music  
live…’

 Róza Istvánfy  (9nyE)

There lived a tree once in a fairytale, 
A tree that could survive even the strongest hail.
No wind could buffet its canopy divine,
No drought could wither it throughout the time.

It stood there, tall, branches reaching wide.
Love birds could go there to easily hide.
Squirrels and monkeys climbed up and down
Collecting fruits and nuts they found on the 
ground.

Its branches were constantly in bloom of pink, 
That was the Mother Nature’s favorite ink
Children and adults often came here
To swing on its branches, or just to be near.

‘Cause it spread joy and made people cry
Whoever came close to it, the didn’t know why, 
But everyone laughed, danced or just twirled.
This was the most delightful place in the world.

But one day, when it was left forlorn,
Lightning hit it with a terrible storm.
A huge fire developed and consumed it fast.
Nothing remained of it, the curse was cast.

But as it happens, there is a saying: 
Any matter there is, matter it is staying. 
And all the molecules of the long gone tree
Have been searching for each other on life’s 
long journey.

Rita Homolya (10 A)   

The Tree Of Fun
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Sierra Burgess Is a Big Loser (2018)

   Upcoming releases in 2018:

The film was directed by Ian Samuels in 2018 and it is avaliable in English.
The main actors are Shannon Purser as Sierra, Kristine Froseth as Veronica, RJ Cyler as Dan 
and Noah Centineo as Jamey. 

The story is about Sierra Burgess, who is a typical loser in her 
school. Nobody likes her except her best friend, whose name is 
Dan.
One day, a boy called Jamey asked for the phone number of the 
most popular girl (Veronica), but the girl gave him Sierra’s number.
Thinking he is talking to Veronica, the boy sends a message to 
the loser girl that day. When Sierra finds out that the boy isn’t 
interested in her, she asks Veronica for help.
The enemies become friends.

In the end everything is done as it should be. 
Is this a real friendship? Will the boy find out the truth? 
Who will love each other?

In my opinion, it is a typical teenager movie.  It is romantic, funny and moving. 
However, it is more than an ordinary movie. It can show me that a girl who isn’t the most 
gorgeus girl in the world can still love herself and she can also find the most beautiful thing 
in the world: true love. 

All in all, love yourself and remember your life can also have a happy end.
Krisztina Bujdosó (10 E) 

Bohemian 
Rhapsody

The Grinch Mary,
 Queen of Scots

Aquaman
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A Discovery of Witches (2018)

This fantasy TV series was made in 2018. It is based on 
Deborah Harkness’s book and it has already had one 
season.
The series star Teresa Palmer as Diana Bishop, Matthew 
Goode as Matthew Clairmont, Owen Teale as Peter Knox 
and Edward Bluemel as Marcus Whitmore.
The story is about Diana Bishop, who is a historian and 
a witch. She accesses the Ashmole 782 book and knows 
that she has to solve these mysteries. She is offered help 
by the amazing Matthew Clairmont, who is a vampire, but 
witches never trust vampires.
In the story all creatures, vampires, witches and demons 
want the Ashmole 782, therefore Diana isn’t safe as she is 
the only person in the world who can find the book.
The vampire helps to hide and rule Diana’s magic every 
time. Moreover, because of the many common adventures, 
they fall in love with each other.
In my opinion, it is a really fantastic and incredible story about the magical world and if you 
like vampire stories (eg. Vampire Diaries and Twilight) or the magical stories (The Secret 
Circle) you must watch this TV Series beacuse it is romantic, moving and exciting at the 
same time. 

Krisztina Bujdosó (10 E)
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James Andrew Arthur (born 2 March 1988) is 
a British singer and songwriter who won the 
ninth series of The X Factor. James became a 
star overnight and his debut single “Impossible” 
became a worldwide hit. Since then, it has gone 
on to sell over 1.4 million copies in the UK, making 
it the most successful winner’s single in the 
show’s history.

James Arthur started writing and recording 
songs when he was 15 as an artist both solo and in 
many bands including:

-Moonlight Drive

-Cue the Drama

-Save Arcade

-Emerald Skye

-The James Arthur Project

In 2012, he auditioned for The X Factor, and 
performed an acoustic version of one of the 
judges, Tulisa’s song, called „Youth”, before 
explaining his past. He talked about his childhood, 
how his family broke up and even about the time 
he spent in foster care. Arthur was mentored by 
Nicole Scherzinger. In week 7, Arthur was in the 
final showdown. He sang „Fallin” for survival 
against Ella Henderson, and the result went to 
deadlock. Two of the judges voted for Arthur, 
while the other two voted for Henderson. So, the 
public votes had to decide it. Arthur received 13.7% 
whereas Henderson received 12.1%, that meant, 
Arthur was the winner of the battle.

James Arthur

He won The X Factor on 9 December 
2012, with 53.7% of the final vote, against 
Jahméne Douglas. This made him the first-
ever winner of the show to have previously 
been in the bottom two.

In September 2016, after he opened up 
about his struggles with drugs, anxiety 
and depression, it was announced that he 
had become an ambassador for UK mental 
health charity SANE.

He has 2 albums:

-James Arthur

-Back from the edge

 

Some of his most famous 
songs:

-Impossible

-You’re Nobody‚ Til 
Somebody Loves You

-Say you won’t let go

-Naked

Mercédesz Lévai (10 A)
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Impossible
I remember years ago

Someone told me I should take
Caution when it comes to love, I did

And you were strong and I was not
My illusion, my mistake

I was careless, I forgot, I did

And now
When all is done, there is nothing to say

You have gone and so effortlessly
You have won, you can go ahead tell them

Tell them all I know now
Shout it from the roof tops

Write it on the sky line
All we had is gone now
Tell them I was happy

And my heart is broken
All my scars are open

Tell them what I hoped would be impossible,
Impossible
Impossible
Impossible

Falling out of love is hard
Falling for betrayal is worse

Broken trust and broken hearts
I know, I know

And thinking all you need is there
Building faith on love and words

Empty promises will wear
I know

I know and now

When all is done, there is nothing to say
And if you’re done with embarrassing me
On your own you can go ahead tell them

Tell them all I know now
Shout it from the roof tops

Write it on the sky line
All we had is gone now

Tell them I was happy
And my heart is broken

All my scars are open
Tell them what I hoped would be impossible,

Impossible
Impossible
Impossible

I remember years ago
Someone told me I should take
Caution when it comes to love

I did

Tell them all I know now
Shout it from the roof tops

Write it on the sky line
All we had is gone now

Tell them I was happy
And my heart is broken

Oh what I hoped would be impossible,
Impossible (impossible)
Impossible (impossible)

(Impossible)

Written by Ina Wroldsen / Arnthor Birgisson

© Kobalt Music Publishing Ltd., Sony/ATV Music 
Publishing LLC, Reservoir Media Management In
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In the summer we went on a bicycle trip with my family. The plan was to ride from Munich to 
Venice. It is approximately 600 kilometers. In the previous summers we took shorter trips, for 
instance we cycled around Lake Tisza 3 times (this is one of our favourite routes), with my sibling 
we took part in the tour to get around Lake Balaton organized by the school, and our parents 
cycled along the bank of the Danube, but none of them was such a challenging mission as this 
last one.
The idea came from my mother, because we would love to get to know other places, relax and 
also sport something together. It was hard to decide if we were ready for this, but we gave it a 
chance. We had bought the train tickets so we could not turn back. 
Dad was responsible for the bikes. He checked them and made them ready for the trip, because 
they played a major role. We bought the special bicycle bags beforehand and dad had tools, so 
we didn’t have to spend extra money.
DAY -1
On 6th of August 2018 we went to the Keleti railway station and got on the international OBB 
train. The journey lasted 7 hours so it was very tiring. We arrived in Munich at around 6 o’clock.  
We found the hotel which was booked in advance very easily and after dinner we went to sleep.
DAY 0
As all of us love animals we visited the zoo of Munich called Hellabrunn. I can recommend it for 
every age group, so if you are in Munich do not forget to visit it. It was a full day program for us.
DAY 1
Munich (D) - Lenggries (D) 72 kms
The weather was sunny and clear all day and the route went along the River Isar. The river has got 
cold water from the Alps, but the natives got used to it. They swim in it, organize rafting trips and 
people can sunbathe at the banks. After some kilometers we had the mood to try it out. Stormy 
clouds came and we heard thunders , so we had to find accommodation immediately.
DAY 2
Lenggries (D) – Weerberg (A) 85 kms
In the morning we had sunny, but little bit cold wether. We could see reservoirs and went through 
forests. It was a much harder track. We crossed the border, so we arrived in Austria. Serpentines 
came and our route continued by the river Inn. We could book accommodation far from our 
bicycle path. It was a 5 km long evasive up to the mountain. My father got temperature and all 
of us were extremely exhausted, so there came the thought of giving it up first. But we did not 
want to give it up that easily.
DAY 3
Weerberg (A) - Steinach am Brenner (A) 70 kms
In the morning  the worst thing, rain came, but we were hopeful. It had rained till Innsbruck, and 
we could feel the level difference strongly. We could not enjoy the view, because the sky was full 
of clouds and fog. Then heavy rain came, so we tried to find a hotel as soon as it was possible, but 
it was not so easy. After many attempts we felt lucky that we had a hotel next to the highway. 
DAY 4
Steinach am Brenner (A) - Aicha (I) 60 kms
On Saturday, the weather was perfect for cycling so we biked the Brenner Pass, which is 1400 m. 

Cycling across Europe
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That is the Austrian and Italian border, and then we could roll down from the mountain. We got 
lost once, near Brixen, it was narly 6 kilometers. Fortunately we could find a roadside hotel and 
they served us dinner also (which was a rarity there). 
DAY 5
Aicha (I) - Dobbiaco (I) 60 kms
The weather was nice, and we started the day with renewed strength. It was Sunday, but in a city 
we could have a normal lunch. In the afternoon rain came, so we searched for an accommodation, 
but almost every hotel was full. We had the most expensive lodging there.
DAY 6
Dobbiaco (I) - Pieve di Cadore (I) 61 kms
In the morning the sun came out from the clouds. From Dobbiaco the route went up countinously 
20 kms long, but the view was absolutely worth the effort. Then we arrived in a mountain city at 
1530 meters high.  At Cortina d’Ampezzo we ate traditional Italian dishes. Unfortunately the same 
situation happened with us as in the previous day. The weather turned stormy so we searched 
for a hotel. At the last moments before darkness we found Hotel Sole. A realy old-fashioned and 
ancient  building it was. An old woman was the owner and the receptionist as well. In my opinion, 
she was between 90 and 100 years. She could not speak English, so it took us a long time to 
explain the details about the rooms we would have loved to rent out.
DAY 7
Piave di Cadore (I) - Nervesa (I) 120 kms
On that day we had to complete 100 kilometers. We decided so because we wanted to get near  
Venice, since we were fed up with the rainy weather.  In the morning, everything seemed to be all 
right. We moved quickly. We cycled in this great mood, when a huge rain shower reached us. We 
tried to hide at a bus stop, but the rain cloud did not move so we had to go. All of us were soaking 
wet. After some hours the rain stopped and we felt much better. A few navigating problems 
came up, but when we found the right way we forced ourselves to move on.  We arrived in 
darkness, but the hotel owner was understanding.
DAY 8
Nervesa (I) - Treviso (I) 50 kms
As we cycled 100 kilometers on the previous day we slept till 9 o’clock. We had a wonderful time. 
We went through tiny cities and kiwi plantations. On that day we started to worry seriously about 
the way back home as tickets for the bikes had not been bought in advance. 
DAY 9
Treviso (I) - Mestre (I) 46 kms
We were in Treviso almost till noon, since we visited the railway station and 2 travel agencies, 
but they did not help us. The railway company had sold all tickets for bikes. We decided to go to 
Mestre, hopefully to find another solution. In the afternoon mum went home by train alone, and 
the three of us stayed in Mestre.
DAY 10
Mestre (I) - Venice (I) 10 kms
We had dog days there. But we did not mind. Venice was beautiful and magnificent. We spent the 
whole day in the city with our father.
DAY 11
Mum arrived with the car at 12 o’clock. We travelled home and arrived in Budapest  at 11 p.m.
In summary, it was the best program of my summer. We got to know other people, they way of 
living and their circumstances. We spent time, laughed and suffered together. And of course we 
admired the incredible sights of the Alps. We were proud of each other, as we did not give up 
and completed it.

Regina Ványi (10 A)
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Modal Verbs 2.

POSSIBILITY / PROBABILITY
• will          (to express what we believe to be true about the present)
There’s a knock on the door.’  ’That will be the postman. He always calls at this time.
• must         (to say that we feel sure something is true)
                  You’ve been travelling all day. You must be tired.
                ’Jim is a hard worker.’    ’Jim? A hard worker? You must be joking. He’s very lazy.’
• can’t        (to say that we feel sure something is not possible)
                  You’ve just had lunch. You can’t be hungry already.
                  Carol can’t have a ten-year-old daughter. She’s only twenty-two.
• may          (to say that something is a possibility)
    might         It may be true. She might know it.
    could          The phone’s ringing. It could be Tim.

Notes:
- we often use the continuous infinitive:  You must be joking!  He can’t be coming!
- we use the perfect infinitive (have + 3rd form) to talk about possibility / probability in the past
    He must have been asleep.
    She can’t have seen me.
   He might have got lost.
   They could have left their bags in the shop.

OBLIGATION
• must      (to express strong obligation, it is personal, the speaker’s opinion is involved.)
               I must get up early tomorrow. There are a lot of things I want to do.
               You must do this homework carefully.
              It is often used in formal, written style
              All guests must sign the register immediately after arrival.  (sign in a hotel)
• have to ( to express strong obligation, it is impersonal, based on the authority of another 
person)
                George can’t come out with us this evening. He has to work.
                A tour guide has to be resourceful.
Notes:
- if you’re not sure which to use, it is usually safer to use have to
- in questions, we usually use have to Do I have to do what you say, or can I do what I want? 
When we use must, it is normally in 1st person (singular or plural):   Must I wear my uniform?
- in negatives, mustn’t and don’t have to  have different meanings
mustn’t = negative obligation (It is important that you do NOT do something.) You mustn’t do 
this.
don’t have to = no obligation  (You needn’t, but you can if you want.)   I’m not working tomorrow, 
so I don’t have to get up early.

Expressing probability, obligation and ability
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Language Corner topics in 
previous issues

February 2015:  Tenses, Chat language
May 2015:  Word Formation
December 2015:  Phrasal Verbs
February 2016:  Collocations
May 2016:  Prepositions
Autumn 2016:  Verb Patterns
Christmas 2016:  Wish
March 2017:  Tenses
Autumn 2017:  Comparison
Christmas 2017:  Conditionals
March 2018: Passive
June 2018: Modal verbs 1.

Exercise
Choose the correct form:
1. The film is a big success. It must be / can’t be easy to get tickets to see it
2. You must be / must have been thirsty after carrying those boxes. Shall I make some tea?
3. I couldn’t have found / haven’t been able to find my diary for days. It’s terribly inconvenient.
4. You mustn’t / don’t have to wait for me. I know the way.
5. Last night I suddenly became very ill. My mother must / had to call the doctor.
6.Mozart could / was able to play the piano perfectly when he was only five.
7. I loved staying with my grandparents when I was a child. They let me read all the books in the 
house and told me I could / was able to go to bed as late as I wanted.
8. You mustn’t / don’t have to touch this. It’s very dangerous.
9. When you come to London, you must / have to come and see us.
10. Why are you late?   Sorry. I must have gone / had to go to the bank and it was crowded

February 2015:  Cinema and Theatre
May 2015:  Health and Illnesses
December 2015:  Work
February 2016:  Home
May 2016:  Travelling
Autumn 2016:  Environment
Christmas 2016:  Holidays and Celebrations
March 2017:  Economy
Autumn 2017:  Reading
Christmas 2017:  Family
March 2018: Crime
June 2018:  Technology

Speaking Topics in previous 
issues

If you want to get hold of a previous issue, contact your teacher!

- have to has all the forms must doesn’t have
 (past)   had to  I had to go to hospital.
 (present perfect)  have / has had to Have you ever had to go to hospital?     etc. 
- have got to also expresses strong obligation, it is more informal than have to. It is used in British 
English.   I’ve got to go now. Bye!

ABILITY
• can              Can you speak any foreign languages?
• be able to    I’ll be able to walk again soon.

Can has only two forms, present (can) and past (could), be able to is used for other forms (future, 
present perfect, gerund, infinitive etc)       I’ve never been able to understand your husband. Being 
able to drive has changed my life completly. I’d love to be able to come but I can’t.

In the past tense, could is used for general ability: I could swim when I was 5.
was/were able to, managed to is used for a particular situation: The man was drowning but I was 
able to/managed to save him.



18 Exam Topic

Education
Useful phrases

advanced-level - emelt szintű 
attend school - iskolába jár
be absent - hiányzik
assignment - (beadandó) feladat
basics - alapok
certificate - bizonyítvány
cheat - puskázni
compulsory - kötelező
entrance exam - felvételi
final exam - záróvizsga
grade - osztályzat
grade, year - évfolyam
graduate - elvégez (iskolát)
higher education - felsőoktatás
major in - vmilyen szakon tanul
primary education - alapfokú oktatás
qualification - képesítés
scholarship - ösztöndíj
secondary education - középfokú oktatás
take an exam - vizsgázni
training - képzés
tuition fee - tandíj
vocational school - szakiskola
uniform - egyenruha
headmaster (GB) / principal (US) - igazgató
deputy head (GB) / assistant principal  (US) - 
igazgatóhelyettes
form  teacher - osztályfőnök

SUBJECTS
Art - rajz
Biology - biológia
Chemistry - kémia
Foreign Language - idegen nyelv
Geography - földrajz
History - történelem
IT / ICT / Computer Studies - 
számítástechnika
Literature - irodalom
Mathematics / Maths /Math (US) - 
matematika
Music - ének-zene
Physics - fizika
PE - testnevelés

Religious Education (RE) - hittan
Science - természettudományok
timetable / schedule (US) - órarend
extracurricular activities - tanórán kívüli 
foglalkozások
club - szakkör
choir - énekkar

PLACES AND OBJECTS
classroom - osztályterem
gym - tornaterem
canteen - menza
corridor - folyosó
office - iroda
library - könyvtár
schoolyard - iskolaudvar
lab - labor
locker - szekrény
staff room - tanári szoba
sports field - sportpálya
blackboard /whiteboard - tábla
whiteboard marker - táblafilc
chalk - kréta
desk - pad
exercise book / notebook - füzet
textbook / coursebook - tankönyv
folder - mappa
pencil case - tolltartó
eraser / rubber - radír
pencil sharpener - hegyező
PE kit - testnevelés felszerelés
ruler - vonalcó
calculator - számológép
backpack - hátizsák 

TYPES OF SCHOOL
nursery school / kindergarten /pre-school - óvoda
primary / elementary school - általános iskola
secondary / high school - középiskola
private school / public school (GB) - magániskola
state school / public school (US) - állami iskola
church school - egyházi iskola
college - főiskola
university - egyetem
boarding school - bentlakásos iskola
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A  Interview
• Which school do you attend? Where did you go to primary school?
• What does your school building look like?
• What kind of facilities are there in your school?
• What is your favourite subject?
• How do you prepare for lessons, tests and exams?
• What are the most important subjects in primary and secondary school?
• What are the advantages and disadvantages of school uniforms?
• What new subjects would you like to study?
• What is lifelong learning?
• What do you think of homework?
• What will schools be like in the future?

B  Situation - Introducing your school
An English exchange student has come to study at your school for a year. Tell him what he 
needs to know about the school. Talk about 
- school facilites
- rules
- timetable
- extracurricular activities
- what you like the most about your school

C  Debate
Read the following statement. Give your opinion and argue for or against the proposition. 
React to the counter-arguments too.

“Students should have the opportunity to choose what they want to learn.”

D  Picture based discussion
These pictures show learning in a classroom and learning with a private teacher. Compare and 
contrast them, including the following points:
- the advantages and disadvantages of having a private teacher
- the pros and cons of learning in a group
- your preferences and experiences

Anita Máté
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Dragon Boat Racing
This sport is getting more and more popular. There is a legend 

about its origin, which dates back  2,000 years. The popular Chinese 
poet, Qu Yuan was exiled because of jealousy. He was accused of 
treason, of course unfairly. After he got exiled, he jumped into the 
water as a last protest against the Chu government. The Chinese 
people never forgot this and they tried to find the dead body before 
it was eaten by the fish. They were competing to find the body and 
they were drumming and slamming the water with their paddles to 
scare the fish. They also threw food in the water so the fish ate that 
not the body. Since then, the Chinese hold the Dragon Boat Festival 

on the fifth day of the fifth moon month.

Some European sportsmen had tried this before Europe got the first dragon boats from 
Hong Kong in order to get the world acquainted with Chinese culture. This movement gave 
the first thrust to this sport as numerous clubs were established. The sport got more and 
more popular in the world by the early 1980s. 

About the sport: 

• The length of the boat must be 12,5 metres,  
                    with the tail and the head of the dragon 13,5 m

• The width must be 1,15 metres

• And the weight must be 250 kg

The length of the paddle is determined too. Its length must be between 105 cm and 130 
cm and the part of the paddle, the plume, which you are paddling with, must be 18 cm wide. 

During the competition there are 18-20 people at both sides of the boat, including a 
helmsman, who directs the boat and stands at the end of the boat. They are paddling to the 
rythm of the drum, which is given by the drummer, who sits at the front. One competition is 
2000 metres long.

Some nations who are the best at it: Canada, USA, China, but the Hungarian team is getting 
better and better too. The negotiations about the Dragon boat sport to get included in the 
Olympic sports are in progress!

Balázs Bodon (10 E)
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Word Search - Autumn

Detective Crossword

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1. If you drink it, you die.
2. A detective finds this.
3. Something that is difficult to 
explain or understand.
4. It is used to attack people.
5. A person who saw the crime.
6. A person who has been 
attacked.
7. It proves that someone was 
not there where the crime 
happened.
8. A famous detective.
9. Money paid to free someone.

Guy Fawkes
Halloween 
Pumpkin 

Poppy Day  
Harvest

Thanksgiving 
Leaves 
Orange 
Yellow 
Rake 
Apple 

Sweater 
Pie 

Spider

Find the words in the grid

The word in grey: _________________________



22 Jokes
Q: What’s a balloon’s least favourite type of 
music?
A: Pop.

I went into a store to buy some books about 
turtles.
“Hardbacks?” asked the shopkeeper.
“Yes,” I replied. “And they have little heads, 
too.”

Q: What did the green grape say to the 
purple grape?
A: Breathe, man! Breathe!

Q: Why does Humpty Dumpty love autumn?
A: Because he always has a great fall.

A man walks into a library and asks the 
librarian for books about paranoia.
She whispers, “They’re right behind you!”

Q: What did one flea say to the other flea 
when they came out of the movies?
A: Should we walk home or take a dog?!

Q: What stays in the corner and travels all 
over the world?
A: A stamp.

Q: What do you call a ghost’s mom and dad?
A: Transparents.

Always try to be modest and be proud of it!

Terminal illness - getting sick at the airport.

Q: What do you call someone who plays 
tricks on Halloween?
A: Prankenstein.

A woman noticed her husband standing 
on the bathroom scale, sucking in his 
stomach. “Ha  ! That’s not going to help,” 
she said.
“Sure, it does,” he said. “It’s the only way I 
can see the numbers.”

“I would like vitamins for my son,” a 
mother said. “Vitamin  A, B or C?” the 
pharmacist asked. “It doesn’t matter,” the 
mother replied. “He can’t read yet.”

Q: What did the baby corn ask the mommy 
corn?
A: Where’s Pop corn?

Math teacher: If I have 5 bottles in one 
hand and 6 bottles in the other hand, what 
do I have?
Student: A drinking problem.

Q: Is Google male or female?
A: Female, because it doesn’t let you finish 
a sentence without making a suggestion.

I keep losing my phone! Why doesn’t 
someone invent a phone that is attached 
to the wall? 

‘What does IDK mean?”
“I don’t know.”
“OMG... No one knows.”

Doctor: “Your X-ray showed a broken rib, 
but we fixed it with Photoshop!”

Boy: “My father’s name is Laughing, and 
my mother’s name is Smiling.”
Teacher: “You must be kidding?”
Boy: No, that’s my brother. I’m Joking.



23Questions
If you read the articles carefully, you can answer the following questions. 
Try it!
1. Why is telling stories an effective teaching method?
2. What do Japanese people do if they see someone sleep on the bus?
3. When did James Arthur become famous?
4. How far is Venice from Munich?
5. What is the fastest train system called in Japan?
6. Which number is considered unlucky in Japan?
7. What is the name of Sierra’s best friend in the film ‘Sierra Burgess is a Big Loser’?
8. Which films will be released by the end of 2018?
9. What is the main character’s job in the TV series ‘A Discovery of Wiches’?
10. How many albums has James Arthur released?
11. What is the name of the zoo in Munich?
12. Which day did the family ride the most during their bike trip across Europe?
13. Which modal verbs can express probability?
14. What is the difference between a public school in Britain and a public school in the US?
15. How old is dragon boat race?
16. Where did it originate?
17. How long is the paddle?
18. Which countries are the best at dragon boat race?
19. Is it one of the Olympic events?
20. Which places did the students from our school visit in England in the summer?

Give your answers to your teacher or send them to 
our email address: 
4Uszmg@gmail.com

and win a prize!
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